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Seal (Leopard)
The leopard seal is so-called because of its spotted markings and leopard-like ferocity.
They live mainly in the sea and on the pack ice around the fringes of the Antarctic ice
pack.

Overview
Distribution: the fringes of the Antarctic ice pack and a
few nearby islands. Sometimes sighted off the southern
coasts of Australia, New Zealand & South America.
Habitat: in the sea and on the pack ice.
Description: large head with huge, strong jaw muscles.
Spotted coat, greyish brown above and paler below.
Size: length:- female 3.6-3.7m; male 3-3.1m
weight:- female up to 370kg; male 325kg.
Life-span: females 26 years; males a little less.
Food: adults eat penguins, Ksh, squid, sea birds, krill (shrimp-like animals) and smaller seals. Young
eat mainly krill.
The leopard seal is so-called because of its spotted markings and leopard-like ferocity. It is the
largest of the four true seals which live in the Antarctic throughout the year. The other three species
are the Weddell seal, Ross seal and Crabeater seal. There are 32 members of the Order Pinnipedia
(Kn-footed) in the world, 18 of which are true seals. Then there are 13 species of sealions or fur
seals - and the one species of walrus belongs to a group all of its own.

A life in the sea
The leopard seal, like all true seals, is well-adapted for a life in an ocean habitat. It has a
streamlined, torpedo-shaped body and propels itself through the water by moving its hind Wippers
from side to side. The front Wippers are used for steering and they are very long which helps the
seal to change direction quickly - important when chasing fast- swimming prey. It can swim at

speeds up to 24 mph when chasing its penguin prey - a little faster than the fastest penguin. When
in need of a rest, the seal hauls itself out onto the ice pack, but here it is awkard in its movements
and takes the opportunity to recover from its exertions in the water.

Hunting and feeding
Penguins have good cause to fear the leopard seal, which is a solitary and Kerce predator, equipped
with powerful jaws and long, inward curving, pointed teeth. The seal will 'patrol' the edges of the ice,
under the water, keeping an eye on the surface for penguins. Penguins often show a marked
reluctance to be among the Krst of a group to enter the water in case there is a leopard seal lurking
about.
If the seal spots a penguin, it will attack at great speed, hoping to take the penguin by surprise. It
may have to give chase, and, with luck, the seal manages to grab its exhausted victim in its
Kercesome jaws. The seal shakes the penguin vigorously to tear off portions of Wesh.
Although penguins are the leopard seal's usual prey, about half their diet consists of krill (tiny
shrimp-like animals). The seal's teeth are saw-like and very sharp, ideal for tearing off Wesh - but
also useful as a sieve when catching krill. Fish, squid and seabirds are also eaten on occasion. A
few leopard seals sometimes eat other seals, usually the smaller crab seal.

Breeding
Leopard seal pups are born during the Antarctic summer, between November and January. The
female hauls herself out onto the ice pack to give birth to her one pup. The females do not form
colonies, unlike other seals. Before leaving the water, she eats much more food than usual, so she
can survive the days following the birth without eating.
The new-born pup looks like a smaller version of its parents and does not have a white coat as the
pups of other species do. It is 1.5 metres long and weighs about 26kg. The mother feeds her pup on
milk rich in fat, which causes it to gain weight very quickly. At two or three weeks of age, the pup
moults its Krst coat and takes to the sea. It now has to fend for itself and begins feeding on krill.
Eventually it learns to catch Ksh and larger animals.
The mother seal mates with a bull seal when she returns to the sea, but the fertilised egg does not
start developing straight away. This is called 'delayed implantation' and it will be three months
before the egg becomes implanted in the female's uterus (womb). This ensures that the baby is not
born until the weather has improved, the following summer - a gestation (pregnancy) of 240 days.
Female leopard seals are ready to breed when they are 2 - 6 years old. Males are ready at 3 - 7
years.

Leopard Seals and humans
Although leopard seals have a ferocious reputation, they do not attack humans, unless provoked.
They have been known to swim placidly with scientists who have been studying them. They are
naturally inquisitive and this behaviour is seen as aggressive to some humans, and as a result they
may be shot. The leopard seal population is estimated at around 500,000 individuals, and they are
in no great danger at present. As with all marine life, pollution of the oceans may become a threat to
their future.
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